ALL AT THE SAME LENGTH!

KEEP NEGATIVE BATTERY CABLES according.
on the output. Cable size must be adjusted combination MCB/RCD must be installed charger like a Multi or a Quattro, must be connected to An Earth leakage device with breaker or a The primary Case ground connection from a inverter

WHEN IN DOUBT, ALWAYS CONSULT

DO NOT TOUCH ANY LIVE WIRED

THE BMV SHUNT IS MOUNTED

THE BMV SHUNT CAN BE UPGRADED

IMPORTANT INFORMATION!

240V L1-L2 No Break load-2
240V L1-L2 Switched load-2
240V L1-L2 Switched load-1
120V L2 Switched load-2
120V L2 Switched load-1
120V L1 No Break load-2
120V L1 Switched load-1
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